We work in the space !F = J^ε of divergence-free measurable vector fields on R 3 complete in the norm || ||', where
Section 0. Introduction
We study the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid filling all of R
In fact we will never see the pressure term in (0.1), since the equations we will deal with ((1.19)) will involve the expression (0.1) integrated against a divergence-free test function. We study the Cauchy problem for initial data v 0 = ΰ(0) divergencefree and satisfying (^) 1+ε J vU 3 One should note that the data may have infinite energy, i.e. 3) implies only that the energy density be bounded. (Our norm is somewhat similar to the Morrey norm used by Giga and Miyakawa in [7] .) We will define a class of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations (^-solutions in Subsect. 1.5) within which there exists for some T = T( || υ 0 IΓ) > 0 a solution v(x, t) on the interval [0, Γ] satisfying ϋ(0) = v 0 . Moreover the solution is unique (in the class of ^-solutions). We follow the tradition of calling these strong solutions since they are unique.
The theory of finite energy solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations is quite rich and reaches in many directions (see for example the book of Constantin and Foias [4] ). Perhaps the main unsettled question is whether smooth solutions can "blow up." Bounds on the Hausdorff measure of the points in space-time where solutions blow up have been obtained in the beautiful work of Scheffer [8] and Caffarelli, Kohn, and Nirenberg [3] . Our present work does not (yet) impinge on the question of blow up. Strong solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations have been obtained for initial data in L 3 or H 1/2 (see the paper of Foias and Temam [6] ). Our norm, || ||', and the norms in L 3 and H 1/2 are not comparable, but the || ||' norm is -in our view -"usually weaker" even locally. It is close in spirit to the type of bound associated to studying blow up of the Navier-Stokes equations (see for example Theorem D of [3] ). Much the same can be said for the results of [7] . In any case our existence theorem, Theorem 2, does add to one's knowledge also in the finite energy (or presumably finite volume) situation. (It would require overcoming some technical difficulties to adapt our technique for boundary value problems.)
Divergence-free vector wavelets (defined in Subsect. 1.2 and developed in [1 and 2] ) were an evolutionary product from the incorporation of the renormalization group into constructive quantum field theory. (Some of the important contributors were K. Wilson, J. Glimm, A. Jaffe, G. Gallavotti, K. Gawedzki, A. Kupiainen, T. Balaban, Y. Meyer, G. Battle, and the author.) It is most natural to study the Navier-Stokes equations using these wavelets, and to see if any information is gained beyond that of the more traditional approaches. (The theory of turbulence, and numerical studies of turbulence and the Navier-Stokes equations, should also benefit from the utilization of wavelets.)
Basically, then, one expands the velocity field t/(x, t) = v(x, t)v(x, 0) in terms of the wavelet basis {w α }, v(x, t) -v(x, 0) = v'(x, ί) = Σ c Λ (t)u a (x) .
(0.5) ( We require the right side to converge to the left side, in Li 2 oc .) The Navier-Stokes equations become a coupled set of integral equations for the c a {t) (Eq. (1.19)) -as usual it is more convenient to work with integral equations that the o.d.e. one directly obtains. Using a suitable norm, and a small enough time interval, the solution of the integral equations is realized as the fixed point of a contraction mapping. This is the source of uniqueness, and again is in tune with calling our solutions strong solutions.
It is interesting to note that the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation inside the space $F is not unique. If ι?(x, ί) is such a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, and c(t) any differentiable three dimensional vector function, then t?(x, t) is also a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations inside the space J^
(0.6)
One may view this non-uniqueness as arising from a time dependent uniform gravitational force applied to the system; such a force may be absorbed into the Vp term in (0.1). Theorem C of Subsect. 1.5 provides one route to achieve uniqueness. Our -solutions bound the long wavelength components of υ(x, t) -v(x, 0) (through (1.14) and (0.5)) to achieve uniqueness. This is most natural to do in the context of a wavelet expansion for v' (Eqs. (0.5)) rather than for v. In fact the formal wavelet expansion for v (unlike that for v r ) may not converge to v\ See the discussion in Subsect. 1.6. The points touched upon in this paragraph all relate to the infinite volume we are working in. As a physicist would say, the problem we are studying is interesting at the infra-red end as well as the ultraviolet.
Section 1 contains all the basic definitions, and the statement of results. Section 2 presents several properties of wavelets beyond those listed in Sect. 1. Section 3 and Subsect. 4.3 contain the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, respectively. Each of these theorems concerns questions of convergence of wavelet expansions and comparison of different norms used. Sections 4, 5 and 6 comprise the proof of Theorem 2, our existence and uniqueness theorem (via a contraction mapping, Theorem 4 of Subsect. 4.1).
As a browsing route through the paper, to be traversed prior to studying details, we recommend reading: Sect. 1, Subsect. 4.1, the Exegesis and Hermeneutics portion at the end of Sect. 5, Subsects. 6.5 and 6.7.
Many questions (that seem accessible) for further study are raised in the paper: the treatment of problems with boundaries, study of weak solutions (see Subsect. 1.5), question of norm continuity of solution (see Subsect. 6.3). To these we add consideration of alternate norms -perhaps say (Hi; |f) 2 = Sup f _i_t,2( x)d 3 Xβ
Section 1. Definitions, Formalism, Statement of Results
In this section we define the spaces of functions we work with, and give definitions of several different types of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. Theorem 1 is a statement about the relationship between norms we work with, and about convergence of the wavelet expansions. Theorem 2 is our basic uniqueness and existence result. The paper is devoted to a proof of these two theorems. We also state a number of conjectures about the relationship between different types of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. These conjectures and some of the formalism given in this section are meant as suggestions for future development.
Test Functions. 2Γ
is our space of test functions, vector fields on R 3 satisfying: a) They are divergence-free. b) They are <£ N (for some fixed large N later specified). c) Each function, and all its derivatives, has exponential fall-off at infinity.
The test functions are defined so as to include our wavelets as examples.
Wavelets.
We work with a set of divergence-free vector wavelets as given in [1, 2] . We here summarize some of the properties we need of this set, further properties will be given in Sect. 2. (Notation may differ slightly from in [1 and 2] .) Let Ψ* be the set of wavelets. There are vector functions ψ t , t e I, on R 3 . Here / is a finite set. T = {2< 3 ' 2) ΊM2'x -n) = «,,,,,(*)} teI , (1.1) weZ 3 reZ y = 2~% and thus is a point on a lattice of edge size 2~r. Thus the functions {u ri y >t (x)} as r = 0, ±1, + 2, . . . , y = 2~rn with n varying over a unit 3-d lattice, and t varying over / form our wavelet basis. u rf7J (x) is "centered" about γ 9 and "lives on a length scale" ί r = 2~r. We index the wavelets also by α:
(α)).
(1.
2)
The set of u α comprising ΊV satisfy the following properties:
a) The set of u a forms an orthonormal basis for the divergence-free vector fields on R 3 , where the inner product is given as
(1.4) d) u a and each of its derivatives has exponential fall-off at infinity.
Some Vector Fields and their Wavelet Expansions.
Definition. °lί is the space of uniformly locally square integrable divergence-free vector fields on R 3 . A locally square integrable vector function of divergence zero is in °U if its || ||" norm is finite, where (Hull") 2 = Sup j v 2 .
(1.5)
x B(x, 1)
Definition. <F = έF ε (for some fixed ε > 0) is the set of functions in % for which the || ||' norm is finite, where
B{x,R) Rgl
Definition. For a function v in °U we define its α th expansion coefficient, c α , to be c α (i;) = c α = <w α ,ι;>.
(1.7)
It is easy to see this is a well defined number. (The "inner product" is just the integral of (1.3).)
Definitions. Let c be a set of {c α } (not necessarily arising as expansion coefficients of a function). We will define two norms || || and || || 0 on such c. But we first must define two auxiliary objects (following (4) and (5) of [5] ):
We then define We define # as the set of >c of finite || || norm, a normed space in this norm. We let ^o be the set of c of finite || || 0 norm, also a normed space. 
Definitions of Continuity.
We must define continuity of a path in each of our spaces, %, <F, and #. We will use a definition much weaker than norm continuity. It will be trivial that norm continuity implies continuity in the sense we work with.
is continuous if it is uniformly bounded, and with c(t) = {c a (t)} 9 each c α (ί) is continuous. 
In (1.18) it is understood i and) are summed over, and the inner product represents the integral of the functions in it (previously inner products have been only for vector fields). Definition. c(t\ 0 ^ t ^ Γ, is a %>-solution of the Navier-Stokes equations if it represents a continuous map from [0, Γ] into <$,
and for each α one has:
(1.20) 1.6. Long Wavelength Residues, A Subtlety of the Infinite Volume. Let w be in °U.
(All we will state will obviously hold with ^ and || || ; replacing °U and || ||".) We define its r (level long wavelength) Residue, w r , by
where c a = <u a ,w}.
(1.24) This is a somewhat subtle idea. Consider w 0 = k: then w r 0 = vv 0 for all r, c α = 0, all α. (In fact by Theorem 3, part b) below, the only υm% with all c a = 0 are constant vectors.) From this example we see the residues do not necessarily go to zero as r approaches -oo. (For w = v(c\ c in #, lim r^ _ ^ w r = 0 by Theorem 1.) But in all cases the w r should get smoother and smoother as r -* -oo. This is made precise by the following theorem. 
This theorem is treated in Subsect. 4.3.
Section 2. Some Properties of Wavelets
We continue our discussion of the wavelets introduced in Subsect. 1.2. For their construction see [1 and 2] . The following properties are either explicitly or implicitly from [1 and 2], (One should note the minor point that N as we use it, beginning in Subsect. 1.2, may differ from the N in [1 and 2].) Here β is a multi-index. Moreover the G α ^ may be chosen satisfying Estimates 2.1 and 2.2.
It is important to note that a and c in (2.1) and (2.2) may be picked independent of α.
Section 3. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We prove the different parts with varying degrees of thoroughness-but as in the rest of the paper, we are guided largely by the desire to display the different techniques of proof, and arguments, intrinsic to analysis with wavelets.
Proof of Theorem 7, part a).
Let v be in °U, then we define two norms on v 9 \υ\' XtR and \υ\ XtR ,
It is sufficient for a proof of Theorem 1, part a) to prove the following lemma, interesting in its own right.
Lemma. Let v be in °U. Then y (c an absolute constant).
We proceed to prove this lemma working with a fixed x and R. Step 1. We now define a decomposition v = υ 1 +υ 2 (3.3) (where v 1 and v 2 are not required to be divergence-free)
otherwise (We note that the choice, 100, is wasteful; we will be wasteful in estimates.) We have a parallel decomposition of c α ,
where c βi = <M β ,t; i >, i=l,2.
(3.7)
We then have
We are abbreviating I(x, R) as /, and have used the basic inequality
The first term in (3.10) is ^ c (Sup^ |^|y,κ) 2 , and we turn to the second term.
Step 2. We consider a rectangular lattice of edge size ( 2 R\ i.e. (^R)Z 3 . We label points of the lattice by i = I We now decompose the integral for c a2 on the right side of (3.7) into contributions from balls of radius R centered at lattice sides, and apply the Schwartz Inequality to each term in sum getting from (2.1),
where r 0 is such that R and 2~r o are as close as possible and r = r(oc). It follows that We now use a "sums to sups" procedure common in constructive quantum field theory. We will define numerical quantities f r > 0, and note <Uni,v f n ) = <u ao ,χ n υ f n ) . We will construct our proof of Theorem 2 by proving Theorem 4.
4.2.
Introduction of the (Long Wavelength) Residues. We now set v r 0 to be the r-residue of v(0) (see Subsect. 1.6). And define It is understood that in (4.7)-(4.10) the sums include only fe α with r(α) ^ r. Interchanging order of summation and integration is not hard to justify.
Study of the Residues.
We turn to consideration of Theorem 3 of Subsect. 1.6. We will work in 3F rather than % in tune with the rest of this paper. Let χ(x) be C 00 satisfying
We fix x 0 and r < 0 and study w r (x) for x near x 0 . We study Theorem 3, part a) but Wi is not divergence-free, so (4.16) does not follow from (4.15) even though w 1 is inZA
The method we have chosen to handle this problem is to utilize an additional construct. Namely we expand the {u a } to a basis for vector fields (without imposing the divergence-free condition) by expanding the index set / of ( and can analyze this term, thus, as was (4.13). We leave the proof of parts b) and c) of Theorem 3 to the reader.
Note. The additional wavelets are each gradients, and automatically orthogonal to the divergence-free wavelets. Construction of a wavelet basis for gradient vector fields is much simpler than construction of the divergence-free vector fields. They can be constructed with the same properties a)-d) (of (1.3) and (1.4)) and (2.1)-(2.3) with divergence-free replaced by gradient.
Note. An alternate line of proof of Theorem 3 not employing these additional wavelets runs as follows: where (1 -P) = " v is projection onto gradient fields, P projection onto divergence-free fields. Working with the explicit form for (1 -P) (in x-space) one easily gets the same estimates as using the gradient wavelets.
Section 5. Estimation of the Three u a Interaction
In this section we estimate the "matrix elements" > (5.1) that appear in (4.10) part of (4.6) the basic equation for c Λ {t).
We first note some properties of the "heat kernel" e At , for t > 0, an integral operator. 
W C J § (5-4)
We next develop some useful definitions in an obvious abbreviated notation.
We order the r 9 s 
Exegesis and Hermeneutίcs.
To work effectively with wavelets it is more than useful to have rules of thumb: which matrix elements are large, how large are they, how small are the small matrix elements, etc. In this subsection we attempt to explain some of the wisdom of experience, in a hand waving way-not claiming to present every insight one can possess, but the major ones. We will discuss the three u matrix elements of this section, and the two u matrix element analyzed in Sect. 6.1. Everything we say is of course contained in the two tables of estimates; we are trying to "understand" the tables.
We first consider the two u matrix element The question of which matrix elements are large is the analogue of momentum conservation for Fourier transforms (PlanchereΓs theorem being a special case). For wavelets one does not have so sharp a criterion. We note that M(l, 2) is "large" for r ι^r2 = r, (5.32) \ yi -y 2 \ |c 2-' (5.33) and has "size" in this case 3/2\2 J •?•*-'/'*, (5.34) where the first factors of f r arise from estimate (2.1) (the "normalization" of the u a \ the second factor of £* from the integral over x (w α "lives" on a cube of side £ r \ and the exponential from e tΔ . (Equation (5.32) arises from (6.10), (5.33) from (6.12).) Note that our estimate e'* 1 '* is a very approximate estimate -but it is more than suggestive.
We find it helpful to represent M(l, 2) by a graph (Fig. 1 )
where the figure is drawn in the case / 2 ^ A The w's are the horizontal lines, the vertical line represents their interaction. We place smaller length scales lower; the three u matrix elements have similar figures. Note that the smaller scale u 2 must "live" inside the larger scale u 1 above it. We turn to the three u matrix element M(l, 2, 3) we must bound will be analyzed as relating to these two proto-cases, or as being irrelevantly small. It is the property of wavelets to allow such localization of estimates. One comes to believe: If crude estimates involving only the proto-cases imply convergence, then there is convergence. Section 6. The Nitty-Gritty 6.1. Estimation of the Two u a Interaction. In the first few subsections of this section we study the first term on the right side of (1.19). We make several definitions, and collect some relations: In this subsection we study, in analogy with Sect. 5:
M(l, 2, 0 = M(1, 2) = \{u u e Δt u 2 }\ . (6.5) We define r a = max{r 1 ,r 2 } , (6.6) r b = mm{r u r 2 } (6.7) and obtain where (6.9) (6.10) (6.11) } (6.12)
This follows as in Sect. 5.
Bound on v 0 (t).
In this subsection we prove the lemma
Lemma.
ll^o(Oil ύ c 2 IM0)|Γ • ( 6 13 )
We will later pick c 0 of Theorem 4 (the Contraction Mapping Theorem) to satisfy Co > c 2 . (6.14)
Now we turn to a proof of (6.13). Referring to (1.12)-(1.14) we see we must show
We first treat S. It is sufficient to show ) ί+ε \vo(t)\i R^ca (\\v(0)\n 2 (6.15) using Theorem 1, Part a). We fix x and R through our discussion. We pick r 0 as small as possible satisfying where | | 0 indicates operator norm. To study the second term in (6.18) we use the easy bound 1 " ()l= lc^ll"(θ)ll' r<o (6 2ϋ) We now have We use (6.8) to estimate the expressions in (6.21) and (6.23). We split the bound in (6.8) as follows:
[7AY (6.24) = N-L. (6.25)
The two brackets in (6.24) define N and L. Estimates are expressed with 1 and 2 of (6.5) replaced by α' and α respectively. We let In (6.29) the sum is over all α' of fixed level r. We have picked 5 = 3, and if t ^ -v/4 picked s' = 6. This requires JV > 12 (we are certainly wasteful however). Estimates (6.29) and (6.30) used in analyzing (6.21) and (6.23) yield the bound on S. We leave to the reader verifying that (6.8) yields (6.29) and (6.30).
We turn to a treatment of L (from (1.14) ). We need show, for r(α) < 0, I <u β , (e Δt -1) v(0)>I g c^-ε/2 II »(0) IΓ (6.31)
We use the fundamental theorem of calculus, often a good idea, < Wα , (e Δt -1) i,(0)> = } dt^(e Δf u a , υ(0)) o a t (6.32)
We use the trivial bound (6.20) for the second factor. The first factor may be treated as in Subsect. 6.1, with the extra A factor yielding -γ~ in the bound, the sum over a' is as in the treatment of S. We get for the matrix element on the left side of (6.32) Ku a9 (e At -l)v(0)>\ Sc t'-^ί?β\\v(0)\\' . (6.33) This easily yields (6.31).
We implicitly will use that v(t) is equal to its formal wavelet expansion. This is the statement of Theorem 3, part c).
Norm
Continuity ofv Q (t)for t > 0. We consider 0 < t ί < t 2 and study ( e 4'2 _ e Δt^ V Q) =ί dt-e Δt v(0) , (6.34) n dt using the fundamental theorem of calculus again as in (6.32 h This yields the continuity in S norm, for t > 0. The lemma of Eq. (6.13) controls the first term in brackets in (6.38); the second term in brackets is dealt with the same way -by trivial modification on Subsect. 6.2. We turn to the L norm. Here the same argument as surrounding (6.32) works. We do not investigate whether our solution v(t) is norm continuous for t > 0. 
Heart of the Proof
We turn to the second term on the right side of (1.19) or (4.6) as expanded out in (4.6)-(4.10). We will not prove that the map F τ of (4.1) carries continuous paths into continuous paths, but concentrate on showing F τ is a contraction if T is small enough.
An Important Reduction (an Application of the Residue Bounds). We make a critical observation:
The contributions of the υ r 0 in (4.6)-(4.10) may be estimated as though they were contributions of r-level expansion coefficients! We plan to prove:
The Ultimate Lemma.
>0, (6.51) where c u (t) and m(t) have no dependence on Y or Z.
It is not difficult to see that a complete proof of Theorem 2 now follows from the Ultimate Lemma and the contraction mapping argument of Sect. 4. The right side of (6.49) can be understood as bounding all terms in (4.7)-(4.10), with .
(6.52) 6.6. Theorem C. In Eq. (1.18) written for the J^-solution one lets φ = u a . One thus gets Eq. (1.19) for c α (ί), the formal expansion coefficient of v'(t). One writes equations analogous to (4.7)-(4.10), but obtained by substituting instead of (1.20), (4.5) the following: which as in A) yields the same c u (t\ of (6.66). Note that one needs the ε in (1.14) to ensure convergence of the sum over r' in (6.75).
C) Proto-case 2 contributions to ||X(ί)|| s . We have in similar steps, towards computing \X{t)\ XtR , R ~ 2" ro : where in going from (6.77) to (6.79) we have performed the sum over r' (r f ^ r). Note again the necessity of both ε's in (6.78). From (6.79), using a sums to sups argument, we get 1+ε 1+ε
) \X(t)\ x , R ^ Sup c(^J l2 (^j 2 ιzUnpp^e-^11 Y\\ . (6.80) This leads to the same estimate as in (6.63).
6.9. Completion of the Proof. We may distinguish three cases for the sum in (6.48) Case 1.
r(α) g r(α') ^ r{a") . Φ") ^ Φ) ^ φ') . (6.83)
There are actually six cases, involving interchange of the conditions on α' and α" in cases 1,2, 3; but it is easy to see that the estimates for the other three cases are either the same, or more favorable, than for the cases we are considering. All essential ideas for a proof of the Ultimate Lemma appear in our model computations of the previous two subsections. We consider the contribution of Case 1 of (6.81) to || X |||. We consider parallel to (6.58) (with M = M B ) (684) where the arguments of M are omitted and (α r , α") and (α r , α") satisfy (6.81) (as hidden restrictions in the sums). As in Subsect. 6.7 we let A and B denote the two expressions in parentheses in (6.84).
We first study A. We consider a lattice of edge size R/2, vertices labelled by /, and denote Y\ Z ι as Y and Z restricted to I(UR) (only components in this / retained).
A(z)£cΣ Σ MYΪZ^.
(6.85) V, i" α',α"
Again agruments in M are suppressed, as are restrictions, (6.81), on sums. For fixed i\ i" we will estimate contributions to (6.85) in terms of the | \ VtR or | | t » jΛ norms of Y and Z respectively. We find a decomposition of M M(α, α', α") ^ S(α, α', a") L(α, α', α") (6.86) such that £ Sup L(α,α',α")^c. (6.87) i',i" a'eI(ϊ,R) <x"el(i",R) oteI r (x,R)
For definition of I r , see after (6.57). Then we have X Λ(a) £ cR 1+ε || 7 || || Z || Sup Sup £ £ S(α, α ', α ") + Sym. (6.88) ael i',i" a' a" a.
We understand in the sums and sups: α G J r (x, #), α' e /(/', #), α" G I(i", R). We have used (6.19) and the + Sym indicates a term with the roles of α' and α" interchanged (from (6.19)).
We seek a similar decomposition to (6.86) for M in B(a), M^SL . (6.89)
In this case we work with a lattice of edge size 4/2, and measure norms of Y\ Z ι in terms of | \ iJr , X Sup L(α, α', α") ^ c . Again we understand in (6.91), α 61(x,_R% a' e I(i\ ί r \ a" e I(i", f r ).
With reasonable choice of S and S we get the same estimate (6.65) as in the model situation. One has used the simple inequality: with { (6.92) one has^ (6.93)
The expression for/(ί) arises in using (5.15) . (N must be sufficiently large for our estimate to hold.) As messy as (6.88) and (6.91) may seem, as one pursues the factors necessary to yield (6.65), it is almost impossible to see how the deviations from the proto-cases could change the form of the estimate -and they don't. The other cases are essentially similar.
